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Abstract: Numerous attacks on authentication of user have been launched against network-dependent companies, 

involving on-line financial services. To safeguard businesses as well as clients from security threats, there is a mighty 

need to build and introduce more reliable schemes for authentication. However, due to their security nature or 

excessive overheads, these systems have been shown to be ineffective. To solve this dilemma, a modified version of 

OTP termed as Dynamic One Time Password (DOTPass) is developed to make the networks more secure and to 

prevent MiTM attack. The calculation uses the dynamic combination of the user’s secret key with the randomly 

generated OTP and the secret key is known only to the client.  This approach generates an OTP that can be used to 

secure the sensitive association rules retrieved and shared with third-party users. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

Boosted by the revolution of information 

technology, computing with data has transformed as a 

promising area [1] with domains inclusive of economics, 

transportation, medical services, climate, social as well 

as urban planning [2]. Fortunately, the widespread use of 

big data poses new data protection challenges, especially 

when it deals with sensitive data like trade secrets, health 

data as well as personal information. There is a need to 

protect sensitive data from possible threats in order to get 

increased benefit out of this data [3-5]. With the growing 

number of Internet users as well as applications, it's more 

critical than ever to control user actions for effective 

access control and security monitoring. Because of the 

vast traffic data as well as broad variety of users, 

monitoring user activity characters of backbone or huge 

business networks is a difficult challenge [6, 7]. The 

collection of data must be delay-tolerant as well as 

exploiting strategies for secured storage acquired data 

locally, preserving users' privacy if sharing of computers 

by several users occur or stolen when holding few data 

[8-10]. The situation becomes much more complex when 

we consider network security. The additional protection 

devices make network configuration even more difficult. 

Furthermore, security systems provide a wide range of 

security features that can be used for a variety of 

purposes [11-13]. Cyber security risks, on the other hand, 

reach beyond the information infrastructure to the 

security system in networks. Various attacks can disrupt 

the normal functioning of the network, resulting in severe 

consequences for privacy [14, 15]. In order to combat 

these risks, networks must meet two essential security 

requirements: confidentiality and authentication. The 

sensitive messages cannot be read because of 

confidentiality. Authentication ensures that message 

recipients can determine the origin of a transmission and 

that no one can impersonate the message source [16, 17]. 

Most recent research on security network coding has 

focused on traditional encryption, which is based on 

computational security. The rapid advancement of 

hardware technology, on the other hand, might be able to 

crack the computational security nature. Furthermore, the 

complicated key management infrastructure makes the 

cryptographic security of incoming 5G applications less 

appealing [18, 19]. Numerous cryptographic 

authentication methods have been suggested to avoid 

unauthorized access. Since intruders cannot be 

authenticated, these approaches are based on the 

assumption that authenticated individuals can be fully 

trusted. Expanding attack tactics, like advanced 

persistent threats and social engineering attacks, 

however, are tearing the base apart [20]. Proposing a 

realistic OTP architecture is thought to aid in securing 

authentication to a wide range of services of network. 

One-time passwords (OTPs), enabling users to be 

authenticated with the acceptance to own a value which 

is pre-shared, are amongst the major common occupancy 

considerations in two-factor authentication [21, 22]. In 

OTP security scheme, secret keys are utilized for 

securing the data and an enhanced secrecy is obtained 

[23]. The fact that OTPs are chained is the key security 

problem with their validation. During the missing of 

OTP, the chain is split, and the authentication mechanism 

must re-negotiate an updated initial seed S and device 

number N due to the links among OTPs [24]. It provided 

a better solution to replay attack in which the 

unauthorized user intercept the password and replay it 

again and again. But it is vulnerable to MITM attack 

because these OTP’s are the plain text randomly 

generated number. The hacker can in between intercept 

the OTP or through mobile sniffing these OTP can be 
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hacked. Considering these factors, an efficient algorithm 

is developed in this work which contributes, 

 Generation of the unique passcode for user 

authentication that is the combination of secret key 

of the client and the generated OTP.  

 Calculation of the dynamic OTP and its application 

in the field of data mining while data is shared 

between multiple users.  

Section 2 includes the related studies, Section 3 

explains the proposed work, Section 4 includes 

conclusion and future work. 

 

2 RELATED STUDIES 
 

Jung et al [25] applied MITM attacks for learning 

with errors replacing search of exhaustive type. An 

algorithm was utilized for this approach and better 

analysis is performed. The resultant attack cost was 

dependent on the square root of the count of secret vector 

of the user, and was mildly sensitive regarding the 

absolute error size at the condition of minimal value of 

ratio between modulus and error. 

Cheng et al [26] investigated the vigorous threats 

occurring in the Openflow control channel caused by 

Man-in-the-Middle attacks. A practicable stereotype was 

initially introduced in the framework, and further tasks 

for revealing the intrusions were implemented. In 

addition, a lightweight remedy utilizing Bloom filters 

was proposed and a prototype for monitoring stealthy 

packet change was introduced. 

Qiao et al [27] described a methodology with 

minimal-latency, improved-reliability for avoiding the 

attack of MITM. Depending on this, authentication of 

access of device and communication service was 

demonstrated. Next, a methodology for the 

authentication of access which describes the influence of 

radio frequency was demonstrated. 

Siavash et al [28] provided an updated search for 

obtaining appropriate attacks in a particular time. On 

examining, the proposed algorithm, offered automatic 

attack together with specific suggestions. The aim of this 

article was generalizing the MITM attack, and this attack 

was regarded as a common format of certain attacks 

which existed, in a manner that these attacks could be 

identified with the help of automatic search approach. 

Fan et al [29] introduced a detection system for 

cyber-attack related to improve the cybersecurity, 

constructed on the defense-in-depth concept generated 

adopting estimated process parameters. This detection 

system for attack offers defence of various layers for 

gaining the valuable duration of the defender prior the 

occurrence of consequences which are unrecoverable 

considering the physical system.  

Ibrahim et al [30] evaluated the functioning of the 

proposed framework regarding the detection of attacks as 

well as minimizing pseudo alarms. The obtained results 

were compared utilizing the configurations which are 

single-metric as well as multi-metric. The efficient 

chance for combining metrics to detect the performance 

was determined but these metrics were not efficient for 

all types of attacks. 

 

3 PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

 

3.1 Procedure For Authentication 

 

The authentication procedure comprises of four 

subtasks named as sign up duration, generation of OTP, 

transferring to server the facts of authentication, 

verification. 

 

3.1.1 Signing up Duration 

 

During signing up, user is provided with an 

account number as well as password which is stationary 

in nature which is further hashed to Password Digest, 

PD= W (password). The account number of the user 

along with its PD will be stored in the server database. 

 

3.1.2 Generation of OTP  

  

It is generated by the password of the user and the 

process flow is shown in figure 1. For achieving the 

dynamic property of OTP timing, a time factor is utilized 

in the generation process. The OTP is generated in the 

MAC address which is utilized for achieving spacing 

dynamism.  

 
 

Figure 1 Generation of OTP  

 

Initially, the password, user input will be hashed to 

obtain PD and then XORing with masterkey occurs for 

generating the masterkey password digest (MPD). This 

along with Media Access Control (MAC) and time 

compresses the message for generating the OTP. This 
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compression procedure is not mandatory and is required 

only during the handling of long OTPs. It is based on the 

security balance as well as the requirements of 

convenience. The result obtained will be the signature of 

the user at particular time and on particular machine. 

 

3.1.3 Transfer of Authentication facts to the Server 

  

The inputting of user in hand typing or replicating 

the user’s password is done. The user’s MAC address is 

transferred to server with information about 

authentication. The transfer of authentication details to 

server occurs only when the authentication and OTP 

generation is implemented by the user on the same 

machine. The process flow is given in figure 2. 

 

 
 

Figure 2 Transfer of authentication details to the server 

 

3.1.4 Verification 

  

 
Figure 3 Verification 

On receiving the details of authentication, the 

verification is implemented by the server consisting of 

the extraction of the user’s MAC address, generation of 

OTP and comparison of details of authentication. The PD 

of the user can be extracted from the database and the 

MAC of the user is available easily. When the OTP of the 

server is similar to the OTP of the user, then the user is 

referred to be legitimate. The process flow is illustrated 

in figure 3. 

 

3.2 Synchronization of Time 

 

There is a need for server in implementing 

generation of OTP utilizing time factor similar to the user 

for the generation of OTP which is identical. For 

achieving synchronization of time, two concepts to be 

adopted are introduced.  

 

3.2.1 Addition of Time Factor to OTP 

 

 A general conclusion for the synchronization is 

the addition of information about time to OTP. Hence the 

concluded dynamic password comprises of two portions 

named as user OTP and time information. The structure 

of the dynamic password is shown in figure 4. 

 

User OTP Time 

 

Figure 4 Structure of dynamic password 

  

Through this way, the server receives the 

information about time from the dynamic password 

received. The addition of information leads to increased 

OTP length, adding inconvenience to the user input. 

When the information about time demands encryption 

because of requirements of security, the resultant 

dynamic password length will be long. 

 

3.2.2 Server Guess Methodology  

 

In this methodology, the server is granted with the 

access to permit the user in guessing the time for the 

generation of OTP. Consider the duration of valid time of 

OTP is 𝑉𝑇, the time for the generation of  OTP by the 

user is 𝑈𝑇. The time factor utilized for the generation of 

OTP is given by, 

𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 = 𝑈𝑇 − 𝑈𝑇 𝑚𝑜𝑑
𝑉𝑇

2
 

 

When the authentication time is received by the 

server, two guesses will be performed by the server. 

Initially, the server will utilize  𝑆𝑇 − 𝑆𝑇 𝑚𝑜𝑑
  

 
 as time 

factor for generating OTP. If the initially guessed OTP is 

similar to the OTP of the user, the process of guessing 

will be stopped the user obtains successful 
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authentication. If the initially guessed OTP is not similar 

to the OTP of the user, the server will utilize 𝑆𝑇 −
𝑆𝑇 𝑚𝑜𝑑(𝑉𝑇) for implementing the generation of second 

OTP and second comparison. 

 

3.2.3 Comparison of Methodologies 

 

Both the addition of time factor to OTP and server 

guessing methods contribute the synchronization of time. 

The addition method is simpler and efficacious for 

application when compared to the other. The former 

performs addition of length of dynamic password when 

the guessing method is opted. The user’s system duration 

must be steady  but not easier because of various 

durations or invalid duration. Hence, network time 

protocol is adopted for achieving consistency within the 

user and server. The generation of OTP will adopt 

network time protocol for grabbing the time of internet 

replacing the user’s system time. 

 

3.2.4 Spacing Dynamism 

 

It is implemented utilizing MAC address and 

every machine possess a specific address of MAC. With 

combining the address of MAC and generation of OTP, 

OTP is applicable. If the hacker uses the OTP of the user 

to login, the authentication cannot be successful since the 

MAC address of the PC of the hacker is not similar to the 

PC of the user. 

 

3.2.5 Encoding 

 

 Since the result of the hash function is in the 

form of a binary string, encoding approach is utilized for 

presenting a readable as well as type-able to the user. 

Prior to encoding process, the data is to be restricted to a 

specific range. During encoding, the actual binary string 

is converted into  binary bits of finite length. These 

systems for encoding possess a key distribution problem 

as well as issues related to security of the operator. The 

encoding in generation of OTP is widely utilized due to 

its ability to protect data efficiently and is performed 

with the bit strings. The data, 𝑑 ∈ *0,1+  for values of 𝑛 

and encoding is performed with the secret key 𝑠 ∈ *0,1+  

for values of 𝑛. The function for encoding , 𝐹 performs 

mapping of the OTP key which is secret as well as the 

text message with the ciphertext, 𝑡 ∈ *0,1+  for values of 

𝑛. 
 

3.2.6 Decoding 

 

Following the encoding of data, decoding is 

performed for recovering the representation of actual 

OTP which is encoded. The obtained OTP is compared 

with the user OTP which is encoded by the user at the 

registration of account. For recovering the data, the 

mapping of key is performed with the ciphertext, 𝑡 and 

the plaintext message is recovered. 

 

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

The analysis of the security offered by the 

proposed approach includes the following parameters. 

 

4.1 Utilization of Hash Function 

 

The password of user is stored in the database 

utilizing a hash function in a cypher fashion. Through 

doing so, the hacker would be unable to obtain the 

password of the user due to attacks. The hacker receives 

the password through the server's master key but the 

OTP generation is difficult. The output of the hash 

function generates the OTP which is fed to the network 

and  hackers would not be able to deduce the stationary 

password of the user. 

 

4.2 Time Factor 

 

To achieve timing dynamism, a time factor is 

introduced in the process for generating OTP. The 

updation of  OTP is performed in a minimal duration of 

time. The amount of reasonable time is customised with 

the choice of user. 

 

4.3 Address of MAC 

  

The use of space factor by MAC denotes the 

manner of utilization of space factor for solving the 

spacing dynamism problem. Since each machine's MAC 

address is unique, MAC addresses can be used to 

demonstrate the use of "what you have" in authentication 

techniques. There is no way for a hacker to successfully 

authenticate even though he gets all of the authentication 

information and perform its implementation in the 

reasonable OTP time. The  MAC of the hacker is utilized 

for creating OTP, and is completely variable considering 

the user . The combination of spacing as well as timing 

dynamism ensures that the strategy is safe against 

Perfect-Man-In-The-Middle attacks. 

 

4.4 Generation of OTP 

 

Unlike other two-factor authentication schemes, 

the OTP is generated using software, and is cost-effective 

as well as simpler. The benefit of the proposed concept is 

that it is more comprehensible, since the calculation of 

OTP is not requird by the user. 

The proposed system is tested for various inputs 

and the response time for the corresponding inputs are 

evaluated as in table 1. The table clearly indicates that 
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the time of response for the generation of OTP is quicker 

due to the minimal information which is to be hashed. 

 

Table 1 Response time for various tests 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 

Figure 5 Plot for response time 

  

On the server side, the time it takes to retrieve the 

account number of the user and password from the 

database would have the greatest impact on results, rather 

than the time it takes to generate an OTP and compare 

authentication information. The characteristic plot for 

table 1 is indicated in figure 5. 

The proposed methodology for the generation of 

dynamic password is tested with the help of 150 

participants with varied genders and ages. This selected 

population comprised of 100 men as well as 50 women. 

These candidates’ ages were within the range of 15 to 65 

and the corresponding distribution is shown in figure6. 

  
 

Figure 6 Statistics of population 

 

 
 

Figure 7 Satisfaction percentage  

 

Prior the utilization of authentication the 

satisfaction of the proposed approach is analysed among 

the users and the results are obtained as given in figure 7. 

From the graph it is clear that the age group 21-30 

showed improved satisfaction while the age group 51-65 

showed decreased satisfaction. 

 

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

OTP is the two-factor authentication approach that 

safeguards several online applications from critical 

threats and attacks, providing authentication of real time. 

Even so, since these OTPs are plain text randomly 

generated numbers, they are prone to MITM attacks. 

 In this article, a novel concept is presented for 

developing DOTPass by incorporating the user secret key 

with the OTP that adds an extra layer of security and a 

solution to the MITM attack. After the mining processes, 
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these rules are retrieved and shared with third parties for 

good decision making. This dynamic OTP technique 

makes it extremely difficult for unauthorized users to 

obtain the rules; even if they do, the OTP will only be 

active for 5 minutes, and the user should have legitimate 

instructions in order to generate the correct OTP. As a 

result, even to gain unauthorized access to the system, an 

individual must be available in the same room. Future 

works may concentrate on methodologies against 

phishing attacks. 
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